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a spool pool is meant to replicate swimming laps in a larger pool without using the same space this gives a spool pool the unique advantage of being able to be installed in untraditional spaces where pools wouldn t fit like a basement small patio
or yard what is a spool how do spools work typical features and uses of a spool pros and cons of having a spool how much does a spool cost does a spool add value to your home spool pools what is a spool a spool pool is a small swimming
pool and a spa or hot tub rolled into one so a spool versatile and space saving spools are a compact solution for backyard fun and relaxation take a dip to cool off swim laps for exercise using the resistance current created by powerful jets
or relax with the spool s whirlpool feature a spool or a small pool is a smaller pool design created as a solution to having a swimming pool fit for a small backyard or limited space while it was originally designed as the solution to fit into
small yard spools are quickly becoming the hottest trend for any size yard and small families while all three options share the benefits of size affordability and practicality they each have their own unique attributes spools combine the function
of a spa and a pool while plunge pools are small relatively shallow and ideal for cooling off lounging family fun and low impact aquatic exercise a plunge pool also known as a spool cocktail pool tuxedo pool or garden pool is a small deep
pool scroll to learn more and see examples of plunge pools built by anthony sylvan about plunge pools overview spool pool maintenance a spool s petite size means that the costs to maintain it are less than those of a traditional pool in
addition to using less water spools require fewer chemicals and less energy to heat and circulate a cleaning pump the cost to heat a spool is between 20 80 a month also according to angi noun �sp�l 1 a cylindrical device which has a rim or
ridge at each end and an axial hole for a pin or spindle and on which material such as thread wire or tape is wound 2 material or the amount of material wound on a spool spool 2 of 2 verb spooled spooling spools transitive verb 1 to wind on a
spool 2 wind entry 3 key points a spool pool is a small pool with powerful jets for swimming against a current also referred to as a cocktail or plunge pool smaller than lap pools and can be above ground or in ground can include built in
seating ledges shelves lighting and waterfalls noun c us spu�l uk spu�l add to word list a tube shaped object with top and bottom edges that stick out and around which a length of thread wire film etc is wrapped in order to store it a spool of
cotton film synonyms bobbin for thread reel artisteer istock getty images plus gettyimages a spool aka a cocktail or plunge pool a spool pool costs 22 650 on average but prices range from 5 500 to 50 000 though labor costs are
comparable to standard pools spools are smaller and have a lower price tag at their heart spool pools are tiny pools with spa amenities what is a spool a spool is essentially a smaller sized swimming pool with spa like features it typically
ranges from 10 to 16 feet long and 6 to 8 feet wide perfect for limited spaces or oddly shaped backyards what is the difference between a spool and a cocktail pool how small can a spool be can a spool be gunite or fiberglass 1 2 3 the great
thing about a spool is that it combines the benefits of a jacuzzi and a swimming pool much like shampoo and body wash why get both when you can get two in one a spool should include a few essentials like body jets for starters updated february
16 2024 highlights spool pools are larger than hot tubs and smaller than full sized pools the average cost of a spool is 22 700 save money with an above ground spool spools are easier to clean and maintain than a larger swimming pool you
can turn your spool into a large hot tub for entertaining company what is a spool spools or small pools are compact backyard swimming pools that have a maximum length of ten to sixteen feet long you may have heard of them referred to as
plunge pools cocktail pools or swim spas but we use spools to refer to the broad category of small pools why should you install a spool a small pool otherwise known as a spool is a pool that is smaller than a typical pool but flexible
enough to enjoy similarly and year round your yard size shouldn t get in the way of owning a pool with a spool you can enjoy the luxuries of a regular pool with the benefits of a spa design your pool pros cons of small pools february 1 2023
by nick white ever wondered what a spool pool is or what makes a swimming pool a spool we can help in the swimming pool trade the word spool is a portmanteau combining the words spa and pool to create spool these are also sometimes called
swim spas or mistaken for cocktail pools any cylindrical piece or device on which something is wound textiles a small cylindrical piece of wood or other material on which yarn is wound in spinning for use in weaving a bobbin cocktail pool what is
it cocktail pools are sometimes called compact pools it is a reduced sized swimming pool but it can be so much more than that when a cocktail pool becomes a spool once a pool builder adds seating jets and heaters then it becomes a spool spa pool
spool swimming pools combine a pool with a hot tub or spa a spool can range from eight by 18 feet to eight by 20 feet they sometimes consist of a smaller spa area where you can sit and relax and a larger swimming area they re usually about
four feet deep spool installation costs can vary depending on the work involved
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what you should know about spool pools the spruce Apr 22 2024 a spool pool is meant to replicate swimming laps in a larger pool without using the same space this gives a spool pool the unique advantage of being able to be installed in
untraditional spaces where pools wouldn t fit like a basement small patio or yard
everything you need to know about spool pools forbes home Mar 21 2024 what is a spool how do spools work typical features and uses of a spool pros and cons of having a spool how much does a spool cost does a spool add value to your
home spool pools
what to know about spool pools the family handyman Feb 20 2024 what is a spool a spool pool is a small swimming pool and a spa or hot tub rolled into one so a spool versatile and space saving spools are a compact solution for backyard
fun and relaxation take a dip to cool off swim laps for exercise using the resistance current created by powerful jets or relax with the spool s whirlpool feature
what is a spool precision pool and spa Jan 19 2024 a spool or a small pool is a smaller pool design created as a solution to having a swimming pool fit for a small backyard or limited space while it was originally designed as the solution to fit
into small yard spools are quickly becoming the hottest trend for any size yard and small families
spool pools spool pool cost spool pool kit endless pools Dec 18 2023 while all three options share the benefits of size affordability and practicality they each have their own unique attributes spools combine the function of a spa and a pool
while plunge pools are small relatively shallow and ideal for cooling off lounging family fun and low impact aquatic exercise
plunge pools pools for small backyards anthony sylvan pools Nov 17 2023 a plunge pool also known as a spool cocktail pool tuxedo pool or garden pool is a small deep pool scroll to learn more and see examples of plunge pools built by
anthony sylvan about plunge pools overview
spool pools are easy on your wallet rich in features and Oct 16 2023 spool pool maintenance a spool s petite size means that the costs to maintain it are less than those of a traditional pool in addition to using less water spools require
fewer chemicals and less energy to heat and circulate a cleaning pump the cost to heat a spool is between 20 80 a month also according to angi
spool definition meaning merriam webster Sep 15 2023 noun �sp�l 1 a cylindrical device which has a rim or ridge at each end and an axial hole for a pin or spindle and on which material such as thread wire or tape is wound 2 material or the amount
of material wound on a spool spool 2 of 2 verb spooled spooling spools transitive verb 1 to wind on a spool 2 wind entry 3
what is a spool pool and how does it work Aug 14 2023 key points a spool pool is a small pool with powerful jets for swimming against a current also referred to as a cocktail or plunge pool smaller than lap pools and can be above ground
or in ground can include built in seating ledges shelves lighting and waterfalls
spool definition in the cambridge english dictionary Jul 13 2023 noun c us spu�l uk spu�l add to word list a tube shaped object with top and bottom edges that stick out and around which a length of thread wire film etc is wrapped in order to
store it a spool of cotton film synonyms bobbin for thread reel artisteer istock getty images plus gettyimages
how much does a spool pool cost 2024 guide angi Jun 12 2023 a spool aka a cocktail or plunge pool a spool pool costs 22 650 on average but prices range from 5 500 to 50 000 though labor costs are comparable to standard pools
spools are smaller and have a lower price tag at their heart spool pools are tiny pools with spa amenities
spools or small pools learn more benefits of spools May 11 2023 what is a spool a spool is essentially a smaller sized swimming pool with spa like features it typically ranges from 10 to 16 feet long and 6 to 8 feet wide perfect for limited
spaces or oddly shaped backyards what is the difference between a spool and a cocktail pool how small can a spool be can a spool be gunite or fiberglass 1 2 3
what is a spool and why should you get one house digest Apr 10 2023 the great thing about a spool is that it combines the benefits of a jacuzzi and a swimming pool much like shampoo and body wash why get both when you can get two in one a
spool should include a few essentials like body jets for starters
what is a spool pool and is it right for you angi Mar 09 2023 updated february 16 2024 highlights spool pools are larger than hot tubs and smaller than full sized pools the average cost of a spool is 22 700 save money with an above
ground spool spools are easier to clean and maintain than a larger swimming pool you can turn your spool into a large hot tub for entertaining company
spool design ideas backyard spool pool finish designs Feb 08 2023 what is a spool spools or small pools are compact backyard swimming pools that have a maximum length of ten to sixteen feet long you may have heard of them referred to as
plunge pools cocktail pools or swim spas but we use spools to refer to the broad category of small pools why should you install a spool
small pools spools information by premier pools spas Jan 07 2023 a small pool otherwise known as a spool is a pool that is smaller than a typical pool but flexible enough to enjoy similarly and year round your yard size shouldn t get in the
way of owning a pool with a spool you can enjoy the luxuries of a regular pool with the benefits of a spa design your pool pros cons of small pools
spool pools comprehensive guide on spools and spa pools Dec 06 2022 february 1 2023 by nick white ever wondered what a spool pool is or what makes a swimming pool a spool we can help in the swimming pool trade the word spool is a
portmanteau combining the words spa and pool to create spool these are also sometimes called swim spas or mistaken for cocktail pools
spool wordreference com dictionary of english Nov 05 2022 any cylindrical piece or device on which something is wound textiles a small cylindrical piece of wood or other material on which yarn is wound in spinning for use in weaving a bobbin
cocktail pool vs spool know the difference platinum pools Oct 04 2022 cocktail pool what is it cocktail pools are sometimes called compact pools it is a reduced sized swimming pool but it can be so much more than that when a cocktail pool
becomes a spool once a pool builder adds seating jets and heaters then it becomes a spool spa pool
cocktail pools plunge pools and spools know the difference Sep 03 2022 spool swimming pools combine a pool with a hot tub or spa a spool can range from eight by 18 feet to eight by 20 feet they sometimes consist of a smaller spa area where
you can sit and relax and a larger swimming area they re usually about four feet deep spool installation costs can vary depending on the work involved
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